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Text 
When the people saw the thunder and lightning and heard the trumpet and saw the mountain in smoke, they 

trembled with fear. They stayed at a distance 
19

 and said to Moses, "Speak to us yourself and we will listen. 

But do not have God speak to us or we will die." 
20

 Moses said to the people, "Do not be afraid. God has 

come to test you, so that the fear of God will be with you to keep you from sinning." 
21

 The people remained 

at a distance, while Moses approached the thick darkness where God was. 
22

 Then the LORD said to 

Moses, "Tell the Israelites this: 'You have seen for yourselves that I have spoken to you from heaven: 
23

 Do 

not make any gods to be alongside me; do not make for yourselves gods of silver or gods of gold. 
24

 "'Make 

an altar of earth for me and sacrifice on it your burnt offerings and fellowship offerings, your sheep and 

goats and your cattle. Wherever I cause my name to be honored, I will come to you and bless you. 
25

 If you 

make an altar of stones for me, do not build it with dressed stones, for you will defile it if you use a tool on 

it. 
26

 And do not go up to my altar on steps, lest your nakedness be exposed on it.' 

 

Introduction 
 We’ve been going through the book of Exodus for almost a year now.  Exodus is 

about how God delivered his people from bondage in Egypt via the plagues and the 

passing over and the parting of the Red Sea and led them through the desert on their way 

to the Promised Land.  God was making good on his unconditional promises to Abraham 

and his family. 

 Now we’re moving into the latter half of the book that’s a little less action-packed 

and a little more detail oriented, outlining how God wants his redeemed people to 

conduct themselves once they are in the land.  Back in May we arrived with the Israelites 

at Mt. Sinai with thunder and lightning, a thick cloud and blaring trumpet.  God was 

revealing even more of himself to his people, including his law, his expectations, 

summarized in the Ten Commandments.  Throughout the summer we looked at the Ten 

Commandments one-by-one, examining them from all angles.  Today we segue from the 

Ten Words spoken by the very voice of God to Moses and the people at the foot of Mt. 

Sinai to a segment traditionally called ‘The Book of the Covenant’ that runs through ch. 

23 – further elaborations and interpretations of these Ten Commandments for the people 

about ready to possess the land.  In this way we see that the format continues to follow 

the conventions of ancient suzerain treaties of the day – identification of the mighty king, 

recap of what he’s done to deliver, and then a summary of the stipulations he’s requiring 

of his vassals followed by more specific instructions. 
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 In the remaining verses of ch. 20 that we’re looking at today we see the Israelites’ 

terrified response to God’s holy law, the mediatory role of Moses, and a loose paraphrase 

or variation on the first two commandments with a focus on the type of altar used in the 

worship of God.  In short, what we’re going to see in these verses today is just this: don’t 

get up, he’ll come to you. 

 

Let’s pray…humble and contrite in spirit, and trembles at my word. 

 

Trembling with Fear 
 How do you feel when you hear the Ten Commandments?  Pretty good?  My wife 

confessed to me lately that when she was a girl she used the Ten Commandments to feel 

good about herself.  If she was wondering where she was with God, she’d go through 

these – “Do not murder.  Do not steal.  Do not lie…” and think she was doing okay.  

Perhaps others of you can testify similarly.  But is that how the Israelites felt after hearing 

these for the first time?  As they were experiencing these theophanic sights and sounds 

“they trembled with fear” (v. 18).  “Back in chapter 19 they had promised they would do 

whatever God said… but as soon as they found out what was included, they panicked.  

They were frightened by the total demand of God’s law.”
1
  If you weren’t with us this 

summer you can go back and read or listen to all those sermons and hopefully see more 

of what is included – nothing less that untainted love for God and neighbor, inside and 

out, through what we do and don’t do, in every respect. 

 If you’ve really heard God’s law… really heard it… you should shudder.  There 

should be a sense of dread come over you.  As the Westminster Shorter Catechism states, 

“No mere man, since the fall, is able in this life perfectly to keep the commandments of 

God, but doth daily break them, in thought, word, and deed.”
2
  It was supposed to have 

this effect on the Israelites.  It was supposed to be unnerving and alarming.  “This 

phenomenon,” writes one commentator, “is a reflection of the contrast between God’s 

holiness and human sin.”
3
 

These are not ten easy steps to peace with God.  The picture I want you to get this 

morning is of a ladder suspended in space with the bottomless pit of hell below, infinity 

above, and you, little tiny you, holding on, trying to climb rung by rung but getting 

nowhere, precariously alone in midair.  Are you getting vertigo at the thought?  Woozy?  

Weak knees?  Have you ever gotten stuck at an amazing height and been utterly terrified?  

That’s the feeling we should get when we just look at the law.  To truly experience God 

from the ladder, that is exclusively through his law, is to only experience the Numinous.  

Trying to get ourselves up to God when we are allowed to get on glimpse of his genuine 

glory is petrifying. 

David Brainerd, one of the early missionaries to the Native Americans, described 

his encounter with the law at a certain point in his life this way: 

  

The corruption of my heart was especially irritated with... the strictness of 

the divine law.  For I found it was impossible for me, after my utmost 

pains, to answer its demands.  I often made new resolutions, and as often 

broke them.  I imputed the whole to carelessness and the want of being 

more watchful, and used to call myself a fool for my negligence.  But 

when, upon a stronger resolution, and greater endeavours, and close 
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application to fasting and prayer, I found all attempts fail; then I quarreled 

with the law of God, as unreasonably rigid.  I thought, if it extended only 

to my outward actions and behaviours I could bear with it; but I found it 

condemned me for my evil thoughts, and sins of my heart, which I could 

not possibly prevent”
4
 

 

If taken seriously, the law is a deadly threat to us.  It is not soothing.  It’s not 

something we can use to feel safe and secure.  It wrecks us.  It offers no hope.  John 

Murray wrote: 

 

Law can do nothing to justify the person who in any particular has 

violated its sanctity and come under its curse.  Law, as law, has no 

expiatory provision; it exercises no forgiving grace; and it has no power of 

enablement to the fulfillment of its own demand.  It knows no clemency 

for the remission of guilt; it provides no righteousness to meet our 

iniquity; it exerts no constraining power to reclaim our waywardness; it 

knows no mercy to melt our hearts in penitence and new obedience.  It can 

do nothing to relieve the bondage of sin; it accentuates and confirms the 

bondage.
5
 

 

Romans 3:20 says, “Therefore no one will be declared righteous in [God’s] sight 

by observing the law; rather, through the law we become conscious of sin.”  And sin is 

scary business when you’re hanging between heaven and hell.  Trying anxiously and 

futilely to climb the ladder to God is a white knuckled endeavor and everyone eventually 

ODs on the ‘fight or flight’ adrenaline, slipping into a state of shock and falling off the 

ladder into the fiery abyss… unless there’s a way off the ladder. 

 

Do Not Fear, A Mediator is Here! 

 I had this vivid dream a couple weeks ago.  It wasn’t the first time I’ve had 

something like this; it’s a recurring dream that I bet most of you have too.  The details 

change, but the substance is the same.  I wish I could describe it as clearly as I was 

experiencing it in my dream.  It was real.  You know how dreams often are.  The 

President was in town and for some reason when I saw Marine One (his helicopter) flying 

over I shot at it with a gun.  I don’t know why.  And then the Secret Service, because 

they’re good at this sort of stuff, traced the shot back to me and found me and I was 

caught.  It was so real.  I did it.  And I scrambled in my mind for a way out but there was 

none.  That feeling of dread is something of what the Israelites were feeling at Sinai and 

what we must come to feel at points if we’re going to know what it feels like to be saved. 

 Here’s what happened with my dream: I woke up!  I was in a cold sweat, my heart 

was palpitating, but then I realized: oh, it was just a dream!  I know this may sound silly 

now, but I was so deeply relieved and elated that I was off the hook.  And as I sat there 

and reflected in bed at 3:00 AM, not able to go immediately back to sleep, I thought: this 

is kind of like the Christian gospel.  Not that our sin is a fiction, a dream, but that our 

forgiveness in Christ is like waking up from an utterly disturbing dream.  I don’t have to 

fear the full fury of the Federal Government coming after me.  This relief is what I should 

feel if I really realize what I’ve been saved from. 
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The good news (and it’s GOOD NEWS) is predicated upon the bad news, the fact 

that we are in the proverbial deep doodoo.  But then the message comes to us and frees 

us, miraculously gets us out.  I want to explain how this works more in a bit, but let’s get 

back to the Israelites freaking out at the demands of God’s law and see how even there 

we get pictures and foretastes of the gospel. 

 There are a few subtle hints of grace already in the way this is described.  The 

word for lightning in v. 18 is not the word used earlier for lightning in 19:16.  It’s a word 

that hasn’t been used in the Bible since Genesis 15:17 and there it was symbolic of the 

Lord, but the Lord acting in the role of gracious, one-sided covenant maker.  This is who 

Yahweh is – the God who passed through the halved animals alone and made an 

unconditional covenant with Abraham, the father of the Hebrew people, to be their God 

no matter what.  It’s just a small reminder that this Sinai revelation of God doesn’t negate 

that more fundamental arrangement – God puts his life on the line while Abraham simply 

sleeps.  Genesis 15 is one of my favorite chapters in the OT.  The smoke again could 

have been viewed in connection with the pillar of cloud, representative of God’s gracious 

presence.  The trumpet his gracious call to a meeting (19:13). 

These are small traces of grace, but the greatest and clearest emblem of God’s 

mercy here is Moses’ role as mediator.  We’ve already seen this other places in Exodus, 

but here again, when the Israelites realize the immense trouble they are in on their own, 

their inability on their own to be in God’s presence, or merely hear his voice, they do 

what anybody in a similar situation would do – they look for a good attorney!  “They 

stayed at a distance and said to Moses, ‘Speak to us yourself and we will listen.  But do 

not have God speak to us or we will die” (vv. 18-19).  This is what a mediator does.  He 

represents both parties to each other, bringing together to separate entities.  God speaks to 

his people through Moses and Moses goes up the mountain on the people’s behalf.  

Reflecting on this event, Moses says in Dt. 5:5 – “At that time I stood between the Lord 

and you to declare to you the word of the Lord, because you were afraid of the fire and 

did not go up the mountain.” 

And notice what Moses says to the terrified people on God’s behalf – “Do not be 

afraid” (v. 20).  “I know you have every reason to be, but let me tell you – You don’t 

have to be afraid.”  He speaks a sort of proto-gospel to them!  He doesn’t delegitimize 

their response of fear, but speaks a dispelling word into it.  I once wrote a 21 page 

research paper in grad school on these two words – “Fear not” – tracing their repeated use 

throughout the Scriptures (well over 100x).  It’s a common refrain.  And they are 

beautiful words, are they not?  They are God’s declaration of grace to trembling souls. 

Then Moses says something strange and puzzling at first glance – Do not fear.  

“God has come to test you, so that the fear of God will be with you to keep you from 

sinning” (v. 20).  Do not fear!  God wants to make you fear!??  And it’s the same word in 

Hebrew!  First, let’s figure out those words – “God has come to test you.”  If you 

remember back to the wilderness trials in the months before the Israelites got to Sinai – 

the limited water and food primarily – you’ll recall that we saw there that God was 

‘testing’ them (Ex. 16:4).  And what did it mean to test them?  Was God trying to find 

something out?  No, it was for his people to see what was lurking in their hearts (cf. Dt. 

8:2). 

I remember the first time I heard my mom cuss.  We were at a neighbor’s house 

and she (I’m not quite sure why) picked up an egg and squeezed it to test if it was hard-
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boiled or not.  Well, not the best idea, the yolk was on her, you could say.  It wasn’t 

hardboiled and the contents came out all over the floor.  God puts us under pressure, so to 

speak, so that what’s really in our hearts will come out and be obvious to us.  That’s what 

testing trials like traffic jams do – they bring to the surface the inordinate desires laying 

low in our hearts but roused at the slightest obstacle to their fulfillment.  Here the law is 

called a ‘test’ – an occasion to reveal what’s really inside people’s hearts (i.e. sin) that 

can be masked with some degree of success for awhile or avoided and ignored.  But not 

in the presence of God clearly communicating his law.  The terrors of the law was God 

‘testing’ the Israelites, showing them who they really were so that they would abandon all 

attempts to save themselves and throw themselves back on the mercy of their God. 

“God has come… God has come to reveal to you your need for him,” Moses says.  

“So that the fear of God will be with you to keep you from sinning” (v. 20).  Here’s 

where the word ‘fear’ has what’s called by linguists polysemy – multiple meanings for 

the same word.  God’s getting at an irony here.  He comes to alleviate dreadful fear and 

instill reverent fear – the ‘fear of God’.  The intensity of dread felt in the presence of the 

law is proportionate to the intensity of wonder experienced in the reality of the gospel.  

To ‘fear God’, a phrase which also occurs frequently throughout the Bible, does not mean 

to fear him like a bully that will beat you up, but like a father that has used his might to 

save or rescue you.  Sinclair Ferguson describes the ‘fear of God’ as “that indefinable 

mixture of reverence, fear, pleasure, joy and awe which fills our hearts when we realize 

who God is and what He has done for us.”
6
 

I really don’t think God is saying that dreadful fear is “a beneficial guiding 

mechanism for human behavior.”
7
  That just plays into the evolutionary biology 

explanation for belief in God.
8
  God doesn’t want us to obey him out of this kind of fear, 

a deterrent fear of punishment, a servile fear; he wants us to obey him out of reverence 

and awe at the depths of his grace and forgiveness, a filial fear.  Psalm 130:4 – “But with 

you there is forgiveness; therefore you are feared.”  We stand in awe because though we 

are doomed lawbreakers, he has provided a mediator and made a way for our fear of 

condemnation to be removed. 

Don’t miss the presence of a mediator here.  Now we know that Moses was just a 

pointer, a picture, a portent.  Evidently, Moses initially moved back aghast with the 

people before being thrust back into his mediatorial role because he was close enough for 

them to speak to him.  Hebrews 12:21 tells us that “the sight was so terrifying that Moses 

said, ‘I am trembling with fear.’”  Why?  Because he too was a sinner!  A mere human.  

But the book of Hebrews shows that Jesus is the superior Mediator (Heb. 8:6, 9:15, 

12:24).  He is both God and man.  And in his manhood he was perfect, a flawless law-

keeper.  Ultimately, “there is one God and one mediator between God and men, the man 

Christ Jesus, who gave himself as a ransom for all men” (1Tim. 2:5-6).  He is the One we 

are to go to when we realize the futility of standing before God on our own record.  

Falling on our faces before him he places his hand on us and says, “Do not be afraid” 

(Rev. 1:17).  God has provided in Christ a way for us to be in God’s presence without 

fear of obliteration, but with great joy and boldness. 

 

The Altar 

 “The people remained at a distance, while Moses approached the thick darkness 

where God was.”  Moses, as divinely sanctioned, proto-typical and provisional mediator, 
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goes where God is.  Then God begins to give Moses more words, an expansion of the 

law.  “Exodus 20:22-26 emerges naturally from the dramatic turn of events in 20:18-21.”
9
  

The people have been terrified by the law as they’ve seen their utter sinfulness, but God 

provides them with a mediator and the words ‘do not fear’, so that now they can ‘fear 

God’ and avoid further sinning.  The fear of God that flows from forgiveness keeps us 

from further sinning.  The gospel of radical grace does not free us up to sin.  May it never 

be!  But rather, as the Puritan Samuel Bolton said, “The law sends us to the gospel that 

we may be justified; and the gospel sends us to the law again to inquire what is our duty 

as those who are justified….  The law sends us to the gospel for our justification; the 

gospel sends us to the law to frame our way of life.”
10

  After the word of astounding 

grace in response to the people’s deep conviction of sin, God now goes back to 

expounding law. 

 But it’s fabulous; God starts with the subject matter of the first and second 

commandments, which you may remember are all about how we worship, reverence, 

hold in awe, fear God.  And it is precisely by letting him alone be our Savior and resisting 

trying to contribute anything.  “The Lord said to Moses, ‘Tell the Israelites this: “You 

have seen for yourselves that I have spoken to you from heaven [they should have all the 

reason in the world to know for sure that their God is real, so]:  Do not make any gods to 

be alongside me; do not make for yourselves gods of silver or gods of gold”’” (vv. 22-

23).  In other words, “Don’t try to bring into this relationship with me anything of your 

own fashioning; I’m your one and only savior.  You don’t need me plus anything.”  This 

is the Christian formula: Jesus plus nothing equals everything.  We have absolutely 

nothing to contribute to our salvation except the sin from which we need to be saved.  We 

must always remember that and not introduce idols in the side door, especially in the 

form of our merit, achievements, our perceived position on the ladder. 

 Then look at v. 24 – “Make an altar of earth for me and sacrifice on it your burnt 

offerings and fellowship offerings, your sheep and goats and your cattle.”  We can’t miss 

the mediator in this passage and we can’t miss the presence of the altar.  “At all stages in 

the history of God’s people,” writes John Mackay, “the altar and sacrifice were central to 

this relationship because it was only through the provision of atonement that sinners who 

had offended God could hope to enter his presence in an acceptable manner.”
11

 

The word for ‘altar’ here comes from the word for ‘slaughter’.  And two types of 

sacrifices are mentioned: the burnt offering and the fellowship offering.  With the burnt 

offering, which is described in more detail in Leviticus 1, everything was burned up.  

What did it mean?  Tremper Longman describes the practice: 

 

First,… the worshipper laid hands on the head of the animal.  It is with 

this act that we get at the heart of the significance of the [burnt 

offering]….  It was not a magical transference between the one offering 

sacrifice and the animal, but rather a symbolic identification.  This step 

was crucial because when the animal was sacrificed, clearly the death of 

the animal occurred in place of the death of the worshipper.  The 

assumption behind this was that the worshipper was a sinner coming into 

the presences of a holy Lord.  As a sinner, the human participant deserved 

death, but the animal stood in his or her place.  The worshipper then 

slaughtered the animal, the verb implying the slitting of the animal’s 
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throat.  After the death of the animal, the blood was collected and 

sprinkled against the side of the altar….  Then the entire animal was 

placed on the altar by the priests and burned completely, the smoke rising 

to the Lord.
12

 

 

This is a clear picture of substitution.  They don’t rise up to God themselves, but the 

aroma from the substitutionary sacrifice does.  They need atonement and God is 

providing them again with a proto-typical, provisionary picture of what ultimately is 

provided in Jesus’ once for all sacrifice for sin. 

 The fellowship offering then, which is described in detail in Leviticus 3 and is 

sometimes called a peace offering, was not burned entirely but the remains were eaten by 

the worshippers as part of a celebration that they were no longer separate from God after 

the atonement of the burnt offering.  They were at peace/had fellowship with God and 

could enjoy a meal together in his presence.  These two offerings on the altar are 

poignant pictures of how God is to be worshipped – through the provision of a sin-

bearing substitute taking God’s punishment for their lawbreaking on their behalf. 

“Wherever I cause my name to be honored, I will come to you and bless you” (v. 

24b).  I love this!  God says, “I will come to you!  I will come to you and bless you.”  As 

Jack Miller says, “Grace flows downhill.”  This is what he does to cause his name to be 

honored.  He says, “Don’t get up, I will come to you.”  Thus, altars of worship weren’t 

supposed to be elaborate man-made things.  Just simple, humble earthen altars.  If they 

were made of stone, they couldn’t be stone that was dressed, that is cut by human hands 

with human tools.  That’s fashioning; that’s adding our own flare; that’s what v. 25 is 

about. 

And altars of worship weren’t supposed to be built up high with steps.  Just 

ground level.  Otherwise it’s an attempt to get ourselves up to God; it’s prideful human 

ascent; it’s climbing the ladder and like my daughter Mary with Lego towers, God is 

about smashing our human monuments to ourselves, our Towers of Babel.  That’s what 

v. 26 is getting at – “And do not go up to my altar on steps, lest your nakedness be 

exposed on it.”  There’s a literal sense in that it could cause a priest’s private parts to be 

exposed as others could see up his robe.  Later in Leviticus 6 there are instructions given 

for priests’ underwear to avoid such embarrassment.  There may also be a reference to the 

pagan rituals of the Canaanites that combined sexual orgies with worship on high places.  

But the main significance here I think is that whenever we try to ascend to God on our 

own we are left exposed.  Coming to God on our own merits will produce the feeling you 

have in that other recurring dream where you go to work in your underwear.  You’re 

inadequate. 

 

Conclusion 
So we see in this short passage that trying to get up to God is a terrifying 

experience.  But God says to us, “Don’t get up, I will come to you.”  You don’t have to 

climb the ladder.  You can’t climb the ladder.  But God came down the infinite descent in 

the person of Jesus our Mediator, clothing himself in frail humanity so that we could be 

clothed with his righteousness and be raised with him to appear before God not naked.  

“[Jesus] explained the law’s meaning, He expressed its character, He embodied its duties, 

and He endured its penalty.”
13

  He fulfilled the law perfectly on our behalf and then died 
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as a law-breaker on our behalf, that is for those of us who simply have faith.  “For what 

the law was powerless to do in that it was weakened by the sinful nature, God did by 

sending his own Son in the likeness of sinful man to be a sin offering.  And so he 

condemned sin in sinful man, in order that the righteous requirements of the law might be 

fully met in us” (Rom. 8:3-4). 

Every other religion or philosophy is about getting yourself up to God somehow; 

only Christianity offers a God who came down to us.  We don’t elevate ourselves in 

anyway in our worship, but simply receive his grace.  We need to frequently feel the 

futility of climbing the ladder.  We need to hear the law and let it knock us down again 

and again because we have the constant tendency to want to climb back up.  We need to 

repent in dust and ashes and let Christ be our Mediator and our Altar, causing us to fear 

not and fear God.  This is how you become a Christian and this is what keeps you from 

sinning as a Christian – repeatedly experiencing that emotion of elation that you feel 

when you wake up from a dreadful dream and realize that there is no need to fear 

punishment.  It all fell on Christ; there’s nothing left for you.  Have no other gods, no 

other saviors alongside him.  Don’t base your joy or confidence on where you’re at on the 

ladder, how many rules you’ve kept, how well you’re doing… disavow yourself of all 

those things and simply, humbly, let Christ be your Savior, and be in awe at the lengths 

he has gone to to rescue you… 

 

The Lord’s Table 
 Jesus has given us a meal to eat in his presence that celebrates the peace with God 

that his atonement has secured for us.  It’s bread and wine, emblems of his body broken 

and blood poured out on the cross for our sins.  In keeping with the idea that we don’t get 

up, he comes to us we’re going to serve you in your seats today… 

 

Benediction 
May your hearts be inclined to fear God and keep his commandments (Dt. 5:29; Eccl. 

12:13). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This sermon was addressed originally to the people at Immanuel Baptist Church, Chicago, Illinois, by 

Pastor Nathan Carter on Sunday morning, September 5, 2010.  It is not meant to be a polished essay, but 

was written to be delivered orally.  The mission of Immanuel Baptist Church is to be a multiplying 

community that enjoys and proclaims the Good News of Christ in the great city of Chicago. 
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